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Structure vs Statistics
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• Computer vision has been reinvented at least three times.

• Too close to the market: applications based research

Tendency to resist novelty choosing applications over potentially more 
promising methods that could not yet deliver 

• Not idea driven
Topic distribution of submissions for ICCV 2019 
From Svetlana Lazebnik, Computer Vision: Looking Back to Look Forward (2020)

What Went Wrong? 



What Went Wrong? 



• Images are the optimal structure of data

• Grey Levels as source of information

Why are we using images?



• Invention of the camera obscura in 1544 (L. Da Vinci?)
• The mother of all cameras

Computer Vision: a Heritage from Art!



Event acquisition

• New Information is detected when it happens
• When nothing happens, nothing is sent or processed
• Sparse information coding

Popular solution: Sample on the amplitude axis of signals

Time is the most valuable information





Event based is a companion chip for frames applications: deblurring, contrast …..



Event Acquisition

• Reduce Data Load and only Detect “meaningful” 
events, at the time they happen!

• No generic solution, 

Solutions: 

Scopes: 

• Avoid burning energy to acquire, transmit and store 
information that ends up being trashed

• There are almost an infinite number of solutions to 
extract events

• Need to be adapted to the dynamics and nature 
of the data



Frames

Events
Events+Frames

Event acquisition

Integration Time

Power



Structure: explores the systemic 
organization, patterns, and spatial 
relationships of objects, providing 
explanations and insights into the 
mechanisms of how things are 
arranged and interconnected. 

Statistics: explore numerical 
measures and distributions, 
structure analysis capturing the 
appearance phenotype of the 
subject being studied.

Structure vs Statistics

Knowing                                                         Understanding



Structure vs Statistics

All cats look different in appearance They are structurally identical



1. Pixel Intensity Statistics: Mean, Median, Mode,Standard deviation, 
Minimum, Maximu, Histogram (intensity distribution)

2. Color Channel Statistics:Mean, median, mode, standard deviation 
(for each color channel), Histogram (for each color channel)

3. Texture Statistics: Co-occurrence matrices (contrast, correlation, 
energy, homogeneity), Entropy, Gabor filters, Local binary patterns 
(LBP), Haralick features

4. Shape Statistics: Area, Perimeter, Aspect ratio, Orientation, 
Eccentricity, Convexity, Circularity

5. Object Count and Size Statistics: Object count, Object size 
distribution, Object centroid coordinates

6. Spatial Statistics: Distance measures (Euclidean distance, 
Manhattan distance), Nearest neighbor analysis, Cluster analysis (k-
means, hierarchical clustering), Point pattern analysis (Ripley's K-
function, nearest neighbor index)

7. Frequency Domain Statistics: Fourier transform, Power spectrum, 
Frequency histogram, Low-pass and high-pass filtering

8. Motion Statistics (for video/image sequences): Optical flow, 
Velocity, Direction, Motion histogram, Trajectory analysis







Deep temporal learning: Time Surfaces

Time Surface
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X. Lagorce, G. Orchard, F. Galluppi, B. E. Shi, R.B. Benosman, HOTS : A Hierarchy Of event- based Time-Surfaces for pattern recognition, 2016 
July 11, IEEE Transaction on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence 39(7) :1346-1359, doi :10.1109/TPAMI.2016.2574707 



Clustering

Stimulus

Event Camera



Clustering



Clustering



Deeper



Deep temporal learning with adaptive temporal 
feedback: Temporal Surfaces



Structure and Statistics: Two sides of the same coin?



Temporal events and absolute light measurement



Frames vs Events



- Images and Events contain complementary information

- Structure is what allows single shot learning

- Emphasizes the presence of interactions between different time 
scales 

- This is a novel paradigm for Machine Learning allowed by the 
temporal properties of event sensors

- Images are useful but as a slower process for disambiguation: Fast 
and Slow pathways

Conclusions


